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The Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, has announced a
promised gift by John P. Axelrod,
consisting of his major collection
of early to mid-20th-century
(1920-45) American modern
furniture and decorative arts.

The museum has already packed
up and moved into its storage
most of the nearly 400 objects.
They include, to name but a few,
a circa 1930 painted screen by
Donald Deskey, who is perhaps
best known for his 1932 design
for the interiors of Radio City
Music Hall in New York City;
more than a dozen clocks
designed by Gilbert Rohde,
whose modular furniture concept
began an oice-design revolution
in 1942; a circa 1925 Wilhelm
Hunt Diederich metalwork cre
screen; Walter Dorwin Teague
glass vases designed for Steuben
in the 1930's; Norman Bel
Geddes seltzer bottles; a four-
piece sterling silver Tikany cokee
service; and a wine cooler and
wine bottle designed in
chromium-plated metal by
Rockwell Kent.

The MFA's moving crew left the
63-year-old retired attorney with
two bureaus by Paul T. Frankl,
one of his two Kem Weber
Airline chairs, a Gilbert Rohde
dining table, and a few other
selected items that he still needs
for daily living in his
condominium in Boston's Back
Bay.

"Now that I've had the stuk
moved out, friends say, 'Hey, that
painting's really great. When did
you get it?'" Axelrod told a recent
visitor. "'Oh, I've had it for about
twenty years.' It wasn't noticed
before. Other friends have said,
'Who's your decorator?' No one.
It's just that what's left can be
seen much better."

Until Axelrod's collection entered
the MFA, its American modern
holdings were minimal. "We had
some cne single pieces, many of
which John had given us in earlier
gifts," said Elliot Bostwick Davis,
chair of the museum's art of the
Americas department. "But this
recent gift by John projects us
into the very crst rank" of
museums that collect American
modern design.

Those other museums include
the Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York City, the Art
Institute of Chicago, the
Minneapolis Institute of Arts,
and the Wolfsonian at Florida
International University, Miami
Beach. There are also important
collections at the Brooklyn
Museum, the Carnegie Art
Museum in Oxnard, California,
and the Dallas Museum of Art,
which owns one of the world's
most distinguished collections of
20th-century American silver.

Axelrod was among the very crst
collectors in the celd—one of
those collector "prophets," as
Davis called him. When names of
his peers are sought, only two are
mentioned. One is Mickey
Wolfson (the Wolfsonian). The
other is John C. Waddell of New
York City.

Waddell may have preceded
Axelrod as a gift giver to
museums but not as a collector of
American Modernism. "I started
collecting design in the mid-
1980's," Waddell said. "John was
ahead of me by about ten years. I
started running into John early
on. And of the dealers with
whom I made connections, John
was already well known to them."

Those dealers include New York
City's Alan Moss and Greg
Nanamura as well as Mark
McDonald and the late Mark Isaacson of Fifty/50, a gallery in New York
City. McDonald is now based in Hudson, New York. Axelrod said he
also bought quite a number of pieces from Mark Feldman of Antiquers
III in Brookline, Massachusetts, and from dealers in Los Angeles.

As a network of marketplace support is established for any new collecting
celd, dealers naturally don't keep it a secret, and as the collector
population increases, competition begins. Of course, whether it's
friendly or bloody depends on the personalities.

"John has certainly been my principal competitor, but he's much too
decent a person not to have been an equally good friend," said Waddell.
"He's also generous with information, and that's not always true of
fellow collectors. I'm glad he can be celebrated, because he has been a
great, passionate, informed collector who deserves the great showcase
that the MFA will provide his collection."

Highlights of the collection will be exhibited in the museum's new
American Wing, due to open in late 2010. The famed Frankl Skyscraper
suite, which consists of a desk/bookcase combination along with the two
bureaus still in Axelrod's guest room, will be "a signature piece" for the
1920-30's gallery, Davis said.

A traditional period room isn't in the works for this material. Rather, the
setting will be what Davis called a "vignette-slices of period rooms," in
which cne art from the MFA's collection will be integrated with
furniture and decorative arts from Axelrod's collection. "The skyscraper
aesthetic will play itself out not only in the furnishings but in
photographs by Stieglitz and Steichen, and paintings by Joseph Stella and
by artists of the Harlem Renaissance," Davis said.

Exactly how does one decne American modern (which is the term
Axelrod prefers, having revised an earlier "too European" choice of
"moderne" by removing a letter)? It's almost as tough a task as decning
what "American" means.

Emily Post wrote in The Personality of a House: The Blue Book of
Home Design & Decoration (1930) that "light and air and space and
frankness" were among the American modern style's best features.
"Nothing is made to look like anything else; steel is steel, wood is wood,
plaster is plaster…." The new materials that were being employed in the
new designs—e.g., plastics—didn't pretend to be other than what they
were either.

That styles evolved as they did makes historical sense. While Victorian
Americans pulled the shades, the culture makers of the 1920's through
the early 1940's were all about getting the "lowdown," the "scoop," the
"dope," the "dirt," and shunning "baloney." American Modernism
produced not only skyscrapers but talk shows and gossip columns.
Victorians gave lengthy sermons; their progeny traded one-liners.
(Dorothy Parker, on being told that Calvin Coolidge was dead,
reportedly said, "How can they tell?") They also perfected an
oxymoronical pose: "Be cool but look hot." And that's what the designs
of the period were all about.

Designers were intuenced by the urban landscape and by the geometrical
shapes of industry. They celebrated speedy new modes of transportation,
mass production, and the American dynamo. The idea that we
Americans even had an aesthetic of our own was a radical idea when
these sleek, sharply angled objects came into existence. Finally, we were
on the verge of a belated self-discovery, marking our cultural
emancipation from Europe. So it's ironic that immigrants such as Frankl
and Weber were among the biggest names in the business.

To see these designs in a contemporary setting, watch any of The Thin
Man series of clms from the 1930's, starring William Powell and Myrna
Loy (after whom Axelrod's Australian terrier is named). Note especially
the plethora of cocktail shakers, which, given Prohibition, says as much
about the culture of the period as it does about design.

Before this current gift was promised to the MFA, Axelrod had already
given the museum about 400 items in other collecting celds. "So he has
really doubled his commitment to the MFA," Davis said. A high
percentage of those items were not American. A nearly 300-piece
collection of 20th-century European glass and sculpture, for example,
represents an earlier phase of Axelrod's collecting career.

That he was a born collector is not in question. As a boy growing up in
1950's Andover, Massachusetts, he collected rocks, coins, arrowheads,
and stamps. That he would develop an eye for art and antiques could not
have been foretold when he was a day student at Phillips Academy (along
with George W. Bush, among others), at Yale as an undergraduate (class
of '68), or at Harvard Law School ('72). During his student years,
Axelrod recalled, his dorm room décor was posters ("just like everybody
else's"). Even when he bought his crst painting, it was an undistinguished
Gloucester scene of Rocky Neck that cost $65. ("And it's still worth
sixty-cve dollars.")

Eventually his "real" collecting began in the mid-1970's, shortly before he
bought the high-ceilinged, large-windowed condominium with a view of
the Charles River where he lives today. In those days his main quarry was
European Art Deco. In addition to buying in the United States, he also
shopped the tea markets of Paris. This went on for a decade. But then,
on a trip to Paris in 1985, he had an epiphany. He decided he would
concentrate only on furniture and decorative arts made in the land of his
birth.

When he got home, he called Anne Poulet, the MFA's curator of
European decorative arts and sculpture. (She is now director of the Frick
Collection in New York City.) "I told Anne that the museum could come
and get anything that wasn't American," Axelrod recounted. "Within two
weeks, they took out forty cases of stuk."

By then he had already begun amassing American decorative arts. They
clled his condo as well as storage spaces. But this new collecting
commitment galvanized him. Over the next ten years, he acquired such
prizes as the two Weber Airline chairs of 1934-35, only about 200 of
which were designed and made for Disney Studios screening rooms in
Los Angeles. ("I never thought I'd get one. Then I got two. They were
quite expensive," said Axelrod of the purchase made in 1990 in
California.)

He also began to lend to museums and became an overseer of the MFA,
which, with Axelrod's urging, hosted the Victoria & Albert Museum's
2003-04 show, Art Deco: 1910-1939. That show featured ten pieces lent
by Axelrod, including the Frankl desk/bookcase, the Donald Deskey
painted screen and table lamp, and a sgraito-decorated turquoise-and-
black punch bowl from the 1931 Jazz bowl series by Viktor
Schreckengost. (Art Deco is, however, a term Axelrod doesn't like to use
in connection with his collection.)

Axelrod was born in 1946. It seems pertinent that his epiphany in Paris
occurred shortly before his 40th birthday. Twenty years later, as he
approached his 60th birthday, he made another momentous decision. He
wanted to be able to live with his collection rather than have so much of
it warehoused.

"So I came up with a set of guidelines," Axelrod recalled. "I wanted only
art and antiques created in the United States between 1920 and 1945,
and I wanted only the best." To help him deaccession, he asked dealer-
friends, such as Nanamura, what he should consign to them, what he
should send to auction, and what should go to Brimceld. (Nanamura
estimates he sold 60 to 70 pieces. "Not much of the rest went to
Brimceld," said Axelrod.)

Finally, at age 61, with the collection "exactly" where he wanted it to be,
Axelrod still felt his condo was too crowded. "I had vitrines all over the
place. I opened the kitchen cabinets and instead of cnding cans of soups
I'd cnd silver."

At the same moment, the MFA's new wing was being planned. "And I
knew they didn't have a lot of stuk to put in the 1920's-1930's gallery. I
called Elliot, who had in the past hinted strongly that she wanted the
Frankl among other things, and I said, 'You can have anything in my
house except the cne art.'"

As Davis recalled, "We were absolutely thrilled" by the invitation. "There
was no question that, if John was going to oker this material, we would
be inclined to take it. I think there were many institutions that probably
were very disappointed."

Axelrod said he will continue to collect cne art. New purchases will join
major works by African-American artists Charles White, Hughie Lee-
Smith, Romare Bearden, and Norman Lewis, as well as signiccant three-
dimensional objects like Paul Manship's 1926 Indian Hunter and Dog.
But is there anything he'll miss about collecting American Modernism?

"No, not really, aside from the sheer desire to be in the game," he said.
"And I follow the auctions twice a year, and I haven't seen anything
worth bidding on lately, not because it's not great, but because it's
already represented in the collection."

Was there a "black tulip," a piece he never did manage to obtain? "No,
there really wasn't, but that doesn't mean to say I have all the great stuk.
Because one luxury a collector has, as contrasted to a museum, is that he
buys what he loves, while a museum has to be more encyclopedic."

Asked how he thought his gift would akect the marketplace, he said,
"That's questionable. The material is just so scarce." And what is still out
there is costly. "The pricing has gone exponentially higher on some of the
best. Whether or not you can akord it is beside the point. It's just that
you remember what you were paying." He did, however, think that his
gift might "spawn gifts to other places."

Originally published in the June 2009 issue of Maine Antique Digest. (c)
2009 Maine Antique Digest
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